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  Question: 1  

A company receives support requests through a variety of email addresses and web forms for 
different parts of the business. 
Which feature combination will ensure that cases are efficiently handled by the most appropriate 
representatives? 

 
A. Case Assignment Rules, Queues, Chatter Groups, Live Agent 
B. Case Assignment Rules, Queues, Public Groups, Omni-Channel 
C. Escalation Rules, Queues, Chatter Groups, Omni-Channel 
D. Escalation Rules, Queues, Public Groups, Live Agent 

 

  Answer: B  
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  Question: 2  

Universal Containers wants to implement a new web presence to support its customers. It has 
provided the following requirements: 
• Ability for visitors to search Knowledge articles without registering or logging in 
• Ability for over one million registered customers to securely submit cases and view the status of 
those cases 
• Ability to display white papers to registered customers 
• Ability for registered customers to save favorite Knowledge articles for easy access later 
What should the consultant recommend as part of the solution? 

 
A. Implement Partner Communities with Knowledge. 
B. Implement Customer Communities with Content. 
C. Implement Employee Communities with Content. 
D. Implement Customer Communities with Knowledge. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 3  

Universal Containers wants to implement Knowledge to assist agents with the resolution of cases. 
Which three recommendations should a consultant make to meet this requirement? Choose 3 
answers 

 
A. Enable article customization for open cases. 
B. Enable agents to create their own personal articles. 
C. Enable suggested articles on new cases. 
D. Enable article submission during case close. 
E. Create an email template to send articles as PDF attachments. 

 Answer: C, D, E  
 

  Question: 4  

Which three tasks should be included in a business continuity plan for a contact center? Choose 
three answers 

 
A. Route cases to agents in an alternate center. 
B. Disable the Interactive Voice Response system. 
C. Deliver training on case handling for contingent staff. 
D. Update the case status field values. 
E. Monitor service level agreements (SLAs) and notify customers. 

 

  Answer: ACE  
 

  Question: 5  

Universal Containers plans to deploy Salesforce Service Console to its support team. 
Which three steps should be considered in deployment? 
Choose three answers 

 
A. Customize highlights panels for all objects. 
B. Set up interaction logs and assign them to user profiles. 
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C. Assign users the Service Cloud User feature license. 
D. Set up users and assign them to a queue. 
E. Customize case list views. 

 

  Answer: ABC  
 

  Question: 6  

Universal Containers (UC) created a new mobile app that enables customers to place orders and 
track fulfillment. UC wants to quickly embed customer service into the new mobile app.    Which  
two features should be added to meet this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Salesforce Knowledgebase 
B. Chatter Groups 
C. Field Service Lightning 
D. Service Cloud SOS 

 

  Answer: C, D  
 

  Question: 7  

Universal Containers runs a support operation with multiple call centers. The Support Manager 
wants to measure first-call resolution by call center location, agent, and calendar month. 
Which reporting solution should the Consultant recommend? 

 
A. Create a list view report that includes fields for call center location, agent, calendar month, and 
first-call resolution. 
B. Create a reporting snapshot that includes fields for call center location, agent, calendar month, 
and first-call resolution. 
C. Create a joined report that includes fields for call center location, agent, calendar month, and first- 
call resolution. 
D. Create a matrix report that includes fields for call center location, agent, calendar month, and first- 
call resolution. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 8  

Universal Containers has a single contact center that handles all service requests including chat, 
Cases, and web form submissions. It is important that Reps are assigned work evenly so that all 
requests are handled in the order they are received. 
How would a Consultant address this requirement? 

 
A. Configure Case Assignment Rules 

B. Configure Omni-Channel with Most Available Routing 
C. Configure Live Agent Skills-based Routing 
D. Configure Omni-Channel with Least Active Routing 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 9  

What are two design considerations for a Live Agent implementation? Choose 2 answers 
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A. Chat Visitor Browser 
B. Chat Window Title 
C. Chat Character Limit 
D. Idle Connection Timeout 

 

  Answer: A, D  
 

  Question: 10  

The Universal Containers' customer support organization has implemented Knowledge Centered 
Support (KCS) in its call center. However, the call center management thinks that agents are not 
contributing new knowledge articles as often as they should. 
Which two should the company do to address this situation? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Measure and reward agents based on the number of new articles submitted for approval. 
B. Measure and reward agents based on the number of new articles approved for publication. 
C. Create a dashboard that includes articles submitted by agents and approved for publication. 
D. Require agents to check a box on the case when submitting a new suggested article. 

 

  Answer: A, C  
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